
Divorce 1981 

 Chapter 1981: Ignorant of the immensity of heaven and earth 

 

“Humph, what’s there to see? ” Du Caiwei, who was following behind Fang Xiao, snorted coldly and said, 

“I’ve seen wolves long ago. Don’t tell me there aren’t even wolves in the zoo? “ 

“How can the wolves in the zoo compare to this wild wolf? ” The driver scoffed at Du Caiwei’s words and 

said, “you’ll understand when you see the wild wolf later. What is a real… Wolf? “ 

Fang Xiao was not very interested in wolves, but to be honest, wolves were also a kind of fierce animals, 

so she was faintly afraid. When that time came, she would not be blinded by DU CAIWEI first However, 

she had been gnawed by the wolf until only a pile of white bones was left. 

I wonder how Dongfang Yunheng will look at her when he sees a pile of white bones This thought 

suddenly came to her mind. 

Will he be sad Will he be sad Will he feel pain in his heart? 

“Hey, hurry up and come over. What are you thinking about? ” The driver saw that Fang Xiao had 

actually stopped walking, so he could not help but grab the rope that bound her and pull Fang Xiao over. 

“What else can she think about? ” Du Caiwei snorted and continued, “at this time, she is probably 

wondering if her two lovers will come to save her. “ 

Du Caiwei took two steps forward and pushed Fang Xiao with her hand. “Don’t worry. I will inform your 

two lovers. As for whether they will come or not, that will depend on your charm. “ 

“I don’t have a lover. ” Fang Xiao coldly refuted du Caiwei’s words. “If you really want to talk about a 

lover, I’m afraid that Qiu Yitang is also your lover, right? ” “As for Qiu Yitang, to me, he can only be 

considered as my ex-husband. After all, he and I were once formally married and were legally married. 

On the other hand, you and Qiu Yitang are not in a proper relationship. “ 

“Hehehe, you and Qiu Yitang are a legal relationship between husband and wife? ” Du Caiwei could not 

help but laugh when she heard Fang Xiao’s words. Then, she said mockingly, “but what about you and 

Dongfang Yunheng? Are the two of you also a legal relationship between husband and wife? “ 

Fang Xiao immediately fell silent for a moment. Then, she said indifferently, “Dongfang Yunheng and I 

are in a normal relationship. His parents even specially met me before. At the same time, they did not 

object to my relationship with him. “ 

“Humph, continuing to date? Are you dreaming? ” Du Caiwei did not know whether it was because of 

anger or jealousy. At this moment, her tone was very bad She walked over and used her hand to push 

Fang Xiao. “Gu Chenchen is already pregnant with Dongfang Yunheng’s child, yet you’re still dreaming of 

being young Madam Dongfang. Who Do you think you are, Fang Xiao? ” “The Dongfang family doesn’t 

want such a good Gu Chenchen, why would they want a one-eyed man like you? “ 



Fang Xiao immediately didn’t say anything. Actually, she also knew that the Dongfang family wouldn’t 

want her. However, when Meng ran heard that Gu Chenchen was pregnant, she felt inexplicably 

uncomfortable. 

Originally, Dongfang Yunheng and Gu Chenchen had always been engaged as husband and wife, so it 

was very normal for them to be together. However, when she thought about how he and Gu Chenchen 

used to be like her, she felt inexplicably uncomfortable She couldn’t even accept this fact. 

“Why? Didn’t you say that you and Dongfang Yunheng are in a romantic relationship? ” Du Caiwei saw 

that Fang Xiao’s silence was getting more and more complacent She couldn’t help but say mockingly, 

“Fang Xiao, you don’t need to look in the mirror to see what kind of pig Bajie you look like. When you 

saw that Dongfang Yunheng was somewhat interested in you, you didn’t know how high the sky was and 

how deep the earth was. You actually had the dream of being young Madam Dongfang. “ 

Chapter 1982, I’m in pain 

 

“What kind of dreams I have doesn’t seem to have anything to do with you, right? ” Fang Xiao finally 

spoke again. She turned to Du Caiwei beside her and said coldly, “haven’t you been dreaming of being 

the First Lady of the Qiu Family? Didn’t I learn this from you? “ 

Du CAIWEI’s face flushed red when she heard these words. Then, she said angrily, “what right do you 

have to learn from me? Who Do you think you are? You’re just a one-eyed man. “ 

Fang Xiao immediately stopped GNAWING. She felt that talking to Du Caiwei was tiring. Du Caiwei was 

no longer the woman she used to know. She was now an inexplicable arrogant maniac. 

No Wonder Qiu Yitang was no longer with Du Caiwei. He probably could not stand her arrogance. He 

just did not know what kind of tricks she was going to play on this mountain? 

Just when Fang Xiao thought she was going to walk in the Wilderness for a night, the driver who was 

leading the way suddenly stopped in front of her. He took out a flashlight and shone it on a thatched 

cottage in front of him. “We’re here. We’ll stay here for the night. “ 

Dongfang Yunheng could not find Fang Xiao at Fang Chen’s school. He could still pretend to be calm in 

front of Fang Chen. However, once he left Fang Chen and the special school, he began to have a 

headache. 

Fang Xiao disappeared inexplicably. He had a vague feeling that something was not right. He could not 

help but think back to what happened at the Heavenly Cloud pavilion in the afternoon. At this moment, 

he felt that something was not right. 

He had been waiting for Fang Xiao at the Heavenly Cloud pavilion in the afternoon because that woman 

was coming by car. He had originally wanted to drive to pick her up, but he wanted to give her a 

surprise, so he did not drive there. 

However, he did not expect that Gu Chenchen would arrive just as he sat down at the Heavenly Cloud 

pavilion. Then, she would take the initiative to sit beside him and tell him about the pain after the 

breakup and her attachment to him. As she spoke, she cried and fell into his arms. 



At that time, Fang Xiao happened to walk over and… … 

Could it be that all of this was not a coincidence Thinking of this, Yun Heng could not help but shiver. If 

all of this was really arranged by someone, then Gu Chenchen… … 

Thinking of this, he fished out his phone and quickly dialed Gu Chenchen’s number. Although he had 

broken up with Gu Chenchen, he had not deleted Gu Chenchen’s number from his phone because he 

felt that he had broken up with Gu Chenchen peacefully. 

The call was quickly picked up. Gu Chenchen’s slightly sobbing voice was heard, “Yun Heng, is that you? 

“ 

He felt annoyed when he heard this voice, but he still replied patiently, “it’s me, Chenchen. I’m calling 

you because… “ 

“Yun Heng, I’m in a lot of pain, ” Gu Chenchen quickly interrupted Dongfang Yunheng’s words on the 

other end of the phone Then she quickly said, “Yun Heng, I know you don’t want this child, and I know 

you don’t love me, but Yun Heng, I love you, so this child… “ 

“Chenchen, I’m not calling to tell you about the child in your stomach, ” Dongfang Yunheng interrupted 

Gu Chenchen impatiently. Then, he quickly added, “Chenchen, I’m calling to ask you about… “ 

“Yun Heng, I know that you don’t want this child in my stomach, ” Gu Chenchen interrupted Yun Heng 

again Then, he said even faster, “now, I’m not asking you to have this child in my stomach. I’m telling 

you that even if you don’t want this child, I’ll… “ 

Chapter 1983: The girl went out in the afternoon 

 

“where is Fang Xiao? ” Dongfang Yunheng finally asked directly and stopped beating around the Bush 

with Gu Chenchen. “Chenchen, tell me now, where is Fang Xiao? Did you hide Fang Xiao? “ 

“Yun Heng, I know I was wrong that night, but the child wasn’t wrong, right? ” Gu Chenchen said on the 

other side of the phone. “Yun Heng, you can’t deny the child just because you denied me. After all, the 

child is innocent, don’t you think so? “ 

“I asked you where Fang Xiao went? ” Dongfang Yunheng raised his voice and growled, “Gu Chenchen, 

don’t pretend to be crazy. I’m asking you now, did you hide Fang Xiao? “ 

“Fang Xiao can’t have a child. I’ve already found out about this, ” Gu Chenchen’s voice continued to 

come from the phone, “So, Yun Heng, even if you don’t want me, even if you want to marry Fang Xiao 

for the rest of your life, Fang Xiao can’t help you have a child. Please take in this child because the child 

is innocent. Even if the Child Calls Fang Xiao Mother, it’s still your flesh and blood. “. “…” 

Dongfang Yunheng was finally completely defeated by Gu Chenchen. He knew that she did this on 

purpose, so he simply hung up the phone before she finished talking, so that his ears would not be 

quiet. 



After hanging up the phone, he immediately called his assistant, Wu Jianping, and asked him to quickly 

arrange for people to check on Gu Chenchen’s whereabouts and Fang Xiao’s whereabouts today. He had 

a feeling that it was definitely not normal for Fang Xiao to not be here at this moment. 

After calling Wu Jianping, he drove to Fang Xiao’s dormitory. He thought that if she was just angry and 

went out for a walk or to visit her friends, it was almost evening now, so she should be back. 

However, Fang Xiao’s dormitory was still closed. No matter how hard he knocked, there was no one 

inside. He knocked on the door beside him An aunt stretched out her head and said to him, “that girl 

went out in the morning and hasn’t come back yet. Stop knocking. You’re knocking so hard that the door 

is going to be broken by you. “ 

Dongfang Yunheng was extremely annoyed. He could only leave Fang Xiao’s dormitory wearily. Just as 

he went downstairs, a call came from home. He hesitated for a moment and pressed the answer button. 

“brother, mom has gone to the kitchen to prepare the dishes. When are you going to bring sister-in-law 

back? ” Mu Yao’s voice came from the phone. Her crisp voice did not sound like a young girl at all. 

Instead, it sounded like a child’s. 

“I haven’t found her yet. ” Dongfang Yunheng said a little irritably, “Oh right, tell mom not to go to the 

kitchen to prepare the dishes first. She might not be able to come back tonight. You guys can have 

dinner by yourselves. Don’t wait for us. “ 

“Hello, how can that be? ” Hibiscus immediately shouted on the other end of the phone Her voice was 

obviously raised by a few decibels. “Big Brother, what do you mean by this Are you going to stand us up 

Do you think it’s fun to play with us like this Big sister especially rushed over from Korea. This is giving 

your Fang Xiao face, she’s…”. …” 

Dongfang Yunheng did not wait for Mu Yao to finish shouting and hung up the phone. This time, it was 

not because he was impatient to listen to his sister’s words, but because Wu Jianping’s call came in. 

Wu Jianping’s call was probably because he had found out about Fang Xiao. His heart immediately 

became excited. He pressed the answer button and did not wait for Wu Jianping to speak. He 

immediately asked, “Jianping, do you have Fang Xiao’s whereabouts? “ 

Chapter 1984: Fang Xiao was kidnapped 

 

“Not yet. ” Wu Jianping’s voice came from the phone. “I asked someone to check Gu Chenchen’s 

whereabouts today. There doesn’t seem to be anything suspicious about her. She left the Gu residence 

in the morning and went straight to the Yunxiao pavilion. Then, she left the Yunxiao pavilion with you. 

“…”. “after you left the hospital, she drove home by herself. Everything is perfectly normal. “ 

“What about Fang Xiao? ” After listening to Wu Jianping’s report, Dongfang Yunheng quickly asked, 

“have you found out Fang Xiao’s whereabouts? Where did she go after she left the Yunxiao Pavilion 

today? “ 

“Fang Xiao got into a taxi after she left the Yunxiao Pavilion, ” Wu Jianping continued to report to 

Dongfang Yunheng over the phone, “however, the taxi she was in disappeared after it drove into the 



village in the city that was waiting to be demolished, so I can’t find out where she is now. According to 

my preliminary estimation, if nothing unexpected happened, she should still be in the village in the city 

that was waiting to be demolished. “ 

“village in the city? ” Dongfang Yunheng frowned slightly. Why did Fang Xiao go to the village in the city 

for no reason Moreover, it was a village in the city that was waiting to be demolished. It was said that 

very few people lived there. 

Although he was puzzled, he still asked Wu Jianping to quickly arrange for people to go to the village in 

the city to look for it. He also quickly turned the car around and drove in the direction of the village in 

the city. 

There were several villages in the city in Binhai, and the village in the city that Wu Jianping mentioned 

was the oldest one. It was said that it had been requisitioned by a certain developer. Now, it was going 

to be demolished, but the last few families had not moved away. 

When Dongfang Yunheng rushed to the village in the city, Wu Jianping and his people had already 

searched for a long time in the village in the city, but they had not found Fang Xiao’s shadow, and the 

taxi that Wu Jianping mentioned was also nowhere to be seen. 

There were no surveillance cameras in the village, so there was no way to check the information inside. 

Wu Jianping sent people to go door to door to ask, and everyone shook their heads, saying that they 

usually did not pay attention to the taxi problem. 

Besides, there were many taxis in the village, but many of them had foreign license plates, and some 

even had matching plates. There were more than a dozen of the kind of cars that Wu Jianping 

mentioned in the village, and these people did not know who those cars belonged to or what they were 

doing. 

The search was fruitless, and it was almost dark. Dongfang Yunheng was really anxious. He knew Fang 

Xiao’s character. She could not just leave like that, and she had not even returned home yet. 

She must have encountered something, but what exactly was it At this moment, he really wanted to 

know, but he couldn’t. 

Just as Dongfang Yunheng was having a headache, a call came in from his cell phone. It was an 

unfamiliar call. Normally, he would never answer an unfamiliar call. 

But this time, he instinctively pressed the answer button. Just as he answered, the other party’s voice 

sounded slightly anxious. “Dongfang Yunheng, this is Qiu Yitang. Fang Xiao was kidnapped by Du Caiwei 

to a mountain at the junction of northern Guangdong and western Hunan. “ 

How did Qiu Yitang know that Fang Xiao was kidnapped by Du Caiwei It was a long story. 

Qiu Yitang had not paid attention to Du Caiwei for a long time. Although he still asked someone to 

handle du Caiwei’s immigration procedures, he had never gone to ask about it himself. 

Qiu Yitang was a little busy these two days. One was that he had a lot of things to do in the company, 

and the other was that his grandmother wanted him to go on a blind date. The person on the blind date 



was, of course, the daughter of a prestigious family in Huicheng The Qiu family had always put profit 

first. 

Chapter 1985: What do you want to do 

 

However, Qiu Yitang had no interest in blind dates. Ever since the incident with Fang Xiao, his entire 

person seemed to have changed. Even if it was something that was extremely beneficial to the Qiu 

family, he did not seem to have the mood to pay too much attention to it. 

Tonight, he was originally going to attend a banquet. In fact, it was just a disguised blind date. Grandma 

said that the Cai family’s daughter had just returned from abroad. Not only was she good-looking, but 

most importantly, she was steady and generous. She was suitable to be the young madam of the Qiu 

family. 

Of course, he didn’t want to go, and he didn’t want to go, so he found all kinds of excuses. Of course, 

these excuses were all seen through by his grandmother, and in the end, he was forced to go. 

As expected, it was a blind date. Moreover, Miss Cai clearly had a good impression of him. At dinner, she 

actually took the initiative to sit beside him, and even took the initiative to chat with him about the 

culture and customs of foreign countries. 

For some reason, Qiu Yitang was not used to Miss Cai’s enthusiasm, perhaps because he was used to 

Fang Xiao’s coldness. Just as he was about to find an excuse to leave, his phone rang. 

Qiu Yitang almost thanked the heavens for the call. He quickly got up and left the dining table. He took 

his cell phone and walked to the balcony He pressed the answer button without even seeing the caller 

ID. 

The call was from Du Caiwei. He was about to hang up when he heard du Caiwei’s voice. He didn’t 

expect Du Caiwei to quickly say, “Yitang, don’t hang up yet. Let’s hear who else is here. “ 

He was a little confused. Then he heard Fang Xiao’s voice, “Du Caiwei, Qiu Yitang and I have nothing to 

do with each other. You used me to blackmail him. This is simply… “ 

“You heard it, right? ” Du Caiwei’s triumphant voice was heard, and then she sighed softly, “Sigh, this 

woman, Fang Xiao, is really stupid. She can’t even recognize her own value. She said that you won’t care 

about her at all… “ 

Du Caiwei paused at this point, and then she asked with a low laugh, “Yitang, you really won’t care 

about her, right? “ 

Qiu Yitang was immediately stunned. He didn’t expect Du Caiwei to be so bold now. She could even 

kidnap Fang Xiao. It seemed that she wouldn’t give up until she reached the Yellow River. 

“Well, ” Qiu Yitang answered Du Caiwei, “I have no relationship with Fang Xiao. So, Du Caiwei, if you 

want to blackmail me, it’s impossible. “ 

“Hehehe, ” Du Caiwei’s indifferent voice came “since you have no relationship with Fang Xiao, I won’t 

talk to you anymore. Anyway, Fang Xiao is now in my hands. Although she has become a one-eyed man, 



she is still beautiful. Although it’s difficult for her to marry into a rich family, she should be a concubine 

of the gang leader or something. “. “…” 

“What exactly do you want to do? ” Qiu Yitang could not help but interrupt du Caiwei. He gritted his 

teeth and asked, “Du Caiwei, I admit that I have treated you well, but I didn’t expect you to be so 

greedy… “ 

“Yitang, have I ever been greedy? ” Du Caiwei’s slightly coquettish voice came from the phone. She 

quickly interrupted Qiu Yitang’s words and then said with a grievance. 

“Yitang, a few years ago, you promised to marry me as your wife and marry me. Until now, you haven’t 

kept your promise. Who Do you think is more unreasonable between the two of us? Who Doesn’t keep 

his word? “ 

Chapter 1986: I want to marry you 

 

Qiu Yitang was speechless. He had never dreamed that Du Caiwei would bring up the old topic at this 

time. When he had made that promise to her, he still did not know what kind of person Du Caiwei was. 

Perhaps it was because he was too young and had made the promise too early that he had led himself 

into such a situation. He had even missed the real good girl, Fang Xiao. 

He thought of the humiliation and pain Fang Xiao had suffered in their marriage. He thought of the 

things he had done to Fang Xiao that were worse than pigs and dogs. He thought of Du Caiwei’s schemes 

and tricks. He thought of how Fang Xiao only had one eye now. … 

Qiu Yitang could no longer think about it. He took a deep breath and gripped his phone tightly, almost 

crushing it. 

“What exactly do you want? ” Qiu Yitang finally spoke. Of course, he understood that Du Caiwei had 

kidnapped Fang Xiao and called him, with the purpose of using Fang Xiao to blackmail him into agreeing 

to her shameful requests. 

“You don’t know what I want? ” Du Caiwei’s voice came from the phone, with a proud tone. “Yitang, 

we’ve been together for so many years, don’t you know my wishes? Do you need me to tell you this? “ 

Qiu Yitang was silent. Of course, he knew what Du Caiwei wanted. However, he was unwilling to satisfy 

her vain wishes and excessive demands because he had already seen through what kind of person she 

was. 

However, who would have thought that Du Caiwei, this woman, would not give up until now. She 

actually kidnapped Fang Xiao to blackmail him. Did she think that Fang Xiao was very important in his 

heart and that he could give up everything for Fang Xiao? 

Thinking of this, Qiu Yitang felt inexplicably melancholic. How important was Fang Xiao in his heart Could 

he really give up everything for Fang Xiao? 

Perhaps it was because Qiu Yitang had thought about it for too long that Du Caiwei was a little impatient 

waiting over there. She could not help but growl, “Qiu Yitang, did you hear what I said just now? “ 



Qiu Yitang came back to his senses and said coldly, “Du Caiwei, what exactly do you want? Don’t be so 

careless with me. If you have something to say, say it. “ 

“I want to marry you. ” Du Caiwei finally said her purpose Then, she sneered and said, “Qiu Yitang, I 

know that the last thing you want to do now is to marry me. I’m afraid you’re thinking that I can marry 

any woman in the world, but I can’t marry Du Caiwei. Isn’t that right? “ 

Qiu Yitang immediately stopped talking. That was indeed what he thought. Ever since he knew what 

kind of person she was, to be honest, he was no longer interested in Du Caiwei. 

“What? You’re not going to say anything? ” Du Caiwei waited for a moment, but she couldn’t get an 

answer from Qiu Yitang Then, she snorted coldly and said, “alright, if you don’t say anything, then it 

means that you’re giving up on rescuing Fang Xiao. Actually, I don’t mind. I’m alone anyway. Of course, I 

can die, but I’ll definitely bring Fang Xiao along. who asked her to be my sister? “ 

“Caiwei, why are you doing such a stupid thing? ” Qiu Yitang tried to persuade Du Caiwei. “Actually, I’m 

not a good man. You know this very well. And there are many men in this world who are better than me. 

I’ve already asked someone to help you with your immigration. When you go abroad, you’ll definitely 

meet a better and more outstanding man than me. I believe… “. . . .” 

Chapter 1987, cut the crap 

 

“only a ghost would believe it. ” Du Caiwei quickly interrupted Qiu Yitang’s words, and then said a little 

impatiently, “okay, Qiu Yitang, I’ll stop here. Since you don’t want to, then I won’t waste my breath. 

That’s it… “ 

“Wait, ” Qiu Yitang immediately stopped Du Caiwei, and then quickly said, “okay, I promise you. But, 

you’re tied up with Fang Xiao. How are we going to get married? You have to let Fang Xiao back, and 

then we can get married, don’t you think so? “ 

“Hehe, Qiu Yitang, do you think I’m an idiot? ” Du Caiwei’s voice was slightly mocking. “If I really let Fang 

Xiao Go, would you marry me? If you were so easy to talk to, would I need to come up with such a plan? 

“ 

Qiu Yitang immediately didn’t say anything. After a while, he asked again, “then, how are you going to 

marry me? If you want to get married, you have to come back to Hui city, right? “ 

“I know about getting married and going back to Hui city. ” Du Caiwei’s voice came again Then, there 

was a faint chuckle. “Yitang, but I remember to fill out a marriage consent form before getting married. 

As long as you come over and fill out a marriage consent form with me and hand it over to your lawyer, 

then the lawyer can help our class get a marriage certificate. There’s no need for us to run the civil 

affairs bureau by ourselves, don’t you think so? “ 

Qiu Yitang was silent for a moment. He thought about how Fang Xiao was in du Caiwei’s hands, and he 

had already seen Du Caiwei’s tricks and methods. If he dragged out the time, he reckoned that Fang Xiao 

would be at a disadvantage. 



Therefore, he gritted his teeth and said, “alright, I’ll come over and sign a marriage agreement with you. 

Then, I’ll get my lawyer to help us get a marriage certificate. “ 

Qiu Yitang paused for a moment. He gritted his teeth and made up his mind. “Now, please tell me, 

where did you tie Fang Xiao up to? Did you abuse her? “ 

“Hehehe, Qiu Yitang, look at what kind of person you are. ” Du Caiwei’s voice was immediately filled 

with dissatisfaction. “You’re going to marry me soon, and you’re still thinking about this woman, Fang 

Xiao. Do you think you’re having an affair? ” “Or is Fang Xiao a natural fit to be a mistress? “ 

Qiu Yitang was so angry after hearing du Caiwei’s words that he almost spat out a mouthful of blood. He 

had always known that Du Caiwei was thick-skinned, but he did not expect her to be so thick-skinned 

that she could even say such words. 

Of course, at this moment, Fang Xiao was in DU CAIWEI’s hands. He had to quickly think of a way to 

stabilize du Caiwei, so he could not provoke du Caiwei. He could only go along with her. 

Therefore, he suppressed the anger in his heart He pretended not to care and said, “alright, Caiwei, let’s 

not talk too much nonsense. Let’s get down to business. Since you want to marry me, then you have to 

let me find you, right? Otherwise, who am I going to marry? Air? “ 

Qiu Yitang’s words were what Du Caiwei liked to hear, so she did not sneer or growl anymore. Instead, 

she quickly reported the place. “I am now on a mountain at the junction of northern Guangdong and 

western Hunan. This mountain… “ 

Qiu Yitang hung up du Caiwei’s phone and had an incomparable headache. Because he never dreamed 

that Du Caiwei, this woman, was getting more and more powerful. She could even do something illegal 

like kidnapping. 

There was a big mountain at the junction of northern Guangdong and western Hunan. Qiu Yitang could 

not remember the name of the mountain. However, he knew that the mountain seemed to be very high 

and steep. It was said that the mountain was very dangerous. 

Chapter 1988 did not dare to take his life as a joke 

 

Du Caiwei wanted him to bring the marriage consent form there to sign, and then she wanted his lawyer 

to get the marriage certificate. She wanted to wait until she saw the marriage certificate and confirmed 

that they were legally married before releasing Fang Xiao. 

Du Caiwei’s request was unusually excessive, but Qiu Yitang had no choice but to agree. Of course, 

regarding the rescue of Fang Xiao, after much consideration, he still felt that he should give Dongfang 

Yunheng a call. 

He did not know exactly where Dongfang Yunheng and Fang Xiao had gotten to, but he knew that 

Dongfang Yunheng had already broken off the marriage contract with Gu Chenchen for Fang Xiao. Based 

on this alone, he believed that Dongfang Yunheng would not ignore Fang Xiao. 



Some might say that he was stupid, but at this moment, he could have rushed to the mountain alone 

and acted as a hero saving the Damsel in distress. Only then would Fang Xiao be grateful to him He 

might even agree to remarry him if he got excited. 

Of course, he knew about such an opportunity. In fact, he wanted to seize it, but the key was that he 

also knew what kind of person Du Caiwei was, especially the fact that Du Caiwei had stolen Fang Xiao’s 

corneas behind his back. Every time he thought about it, he felt a lingering fear in his heart. 

Everyone wanted to be a hero and save the Damsel in distress, but he could not take Fang Xiao’s life as a 

joke. If he rushed to the mountain with his men and was directly detained by Du Caiwei’s men, then, not 

to mention him saving Fang Xiao, he might not even be able to escape by then. 

Du Caiwei must have kidnapped more than one person, just like how she had set herself up to be taken 

advantage of. Du Caiwei’s acting skills were top-notch, so he was really afraid that he would be fooled 

by her again if he was not careful. 

Therefore, for the sake of Fang Xiao’s safety and to prevent himself from being fooled by Du Caiwei 

again, he weighed the pros and cons again. He felt that he had to put aside the competition between 

him and Dongfang Yunheng now and should join forces with the goal of saving Fang Xiao as the main 

goal As for the later competition, he had to save Fang Xiao First. 

Dongfang Yunheng hung up Qiu Yitang’s call and immediately called his assistant, Wu Jianping, to tell 

him not to work in the city village because Fang Xiao was not there at all. 

As for how Fang Xiao was taken out of the city village, he obviously did not know. The only thing he 

knew at the moment was that Fang Xiao was kidnapped by Du Caiwei and brought to a big mountain at 

the junction of northern Guangdong and western Hunan. 

Gu Chenchen was pestering him at the Yunxiao Pavilion, but Du Caiwei attacked Fang Xiao at this time. 

Wasn’t such a coincidence too coincidental Moreover, it was so coincidental that it made people feel 

unreal. 

Even a fool could figure out the mystery of this at once. Moreover, he, Dongfang Yunheng, was not 

stupid. He could not help but snort coldly in his heart. It seemed that he had really thought too highly of 

Gu Chenchen in the past. 

He had once thought that Gu Chenchen was just a little woman who would resort to underhanded 

means for the sake of the man she liked. That was why he had tolerated her petty tricks in the past. 

But now, when he found out that she had actually used the method of getting pregnant to force him to 

get married and that she and Du Caiwei had joined forces to kidnap Fang Xiao, he had no choice but to 

re-examine her. 

There was a saying that said, “bold but careful. ” He did not know if these words were appropriate for 

Gu Chenchen. However, Gu Chenchen’s current actions were indeed bold, because this was something 

that he had never even dreamed that she would do. 

As for being careful It was hard for him to say. However, from the current situation, Gu Chenchen must 

have thought that he would not suspect her because everything was done by Du Caiwei, as if she had 

nothing to do with it. 



Chapter 1989: Would come to save her 

 

However, he knew that the truth was far from what he was seeing now. Since Gu Chenchen had joined 

hands with Du Caiwei, her next move would probably be even faster. 

However, what would Gu Chenchen’s next move be Dongfang pondered for a moment, then quickly 

called his assistant, Wu Jianping, over and whispered something into his ear. 

Wu Jianping’s eyes lit up, then he asked with some doubt, “are you sure she will do this? “ 

Dongfang Yunheng frowned and said, “I’m not sure, but I have to take precautions, right? It’s better if 

she doesn’t do that. If she does, then I can react in time, right? “ 

Wu Jianping nodded. Although he felt that Dongfang Yunheng’s worries were unnecessary, she was the 

boss, so of course she had the final say. Therefore, he immediately arranged his people according to 

Dongfang Yunheng’s instructions. 

Fang Xiao did not expect du Caiwei to bring her to a small wooden house on the mountain. To be 

precise, it was a small wooden house close to the cliff. 

In fact, that night, she didn’t realize that the small wooden house was close to the cliff because it was so 

dark that she couldn’t see anything. She only knew that it was a small wooden house, but she didn’t 

know how dangerous the location of the small wooden house was. 

That night, after Du Caiwei and the driver pushed her into the small wooden house, they didn’t pay any 

more attention to her. Of course, the small wooden house was locked from the outside, so she couldn’t 

escape. 

That night, Fang Xiao sat alone in the small wooden house. Although it was just autumn, the weather in 

Binhai was still very hot. The so-called Autumn Tiger was actually not cooler than summer. Sometimes, 

the temperature was even higher than summer. 

Unfortunately, this was the mountainous area of northern Guangdong, and it was also on the 

mountaintop, so the temperature was naturally very low. It happened to be dewy in the middle of the 

night, and Fang Xiao was still wearing the t-shirt and jeans that she had worn in Binhai during the day, so 

it was inevitably a little cold So she could only hug her arms tightly and sit against the wall of the small 

wooden house. 

She found that the small wooden house was close to the edge of the cliff the next morning. Actually, 

because she did not dare to squint in the first half of the night, she really could not stay awake in the 

second half of the night. Therefore, the so-called early morning was actually not early at all. 

It was indeed not early. Even though she did not have a cell phone, according to the bright sunlight 

shining through the small window outside the cabin, it should be around 90 in the morning. 

Because the cabin only had one window, she had to look out from this window if she wanted to look 

outside. However, when she looked out of the window, she was shocked because it was actually a 

bottomless abyss. 



From this, it could be determined that the cabin was built on the edge of the cliff. It was just that she did 

not know how Du Caiwei built it. No, to be more precise, she did not know how du Caiwei’s men built 

the cabin on the edge of the cliff. 

Actually, Fang Xiao did not know that there was a big tree next to the cabin. The reason why the cabin 

could be built steadily on the edge of the cliff was because the big tree made one of the four pillars, 

which could be considered to have played a role in pulling the cabin. 

Fang Xiao sighed in the cabin. Because the world that she could see from the window was indeed too 

limited, she could not determine where the cabin was from this bottomless abyss. 

In addition, she did not know if someone would come to save her, because the person who kidnapped 

her was Du Caiwei, and Du Caiwei’s purpose was probably to use her to blackmail Qiu Yitang She just 

didn’t know if Qiu Yitang would agree to Du Caiwei’s messy conditions in order to save her. 

Also, would Qiu Yitang come to save her? ? ? 

Chapter 1990, in order to save Fang Xiao 

 

She was actually not confident about this question. Of course, from Du Caiwei’s perspective, the 

possibility of Qiu Yitang coming was higher. She was more familiar with Qiu Yitang than Du Caiwei and 

Qiu Yitang, so she knew Qiu Yitang better. 

However, if Qiu Yitang refused to come, it meant that Du Caiwei had made the wrong bet. Since she 

made the wrong bet, she would definitely lose. What would du Caiwei do to her if she lost? 

Also, if Qiu Yitang came and Du Caiwei won the bet, and Qiu Yitang did agree to some unreasonable 

conditions with Du Caiwei to save her, how would she repay Qiu Yitang’s kindness in the future? 

Therefore, Fang Xiao felt an unprecedented fear about being kidnapped by Du Caiwei. She actually 

hoped that the person who kidnapped her would be Gu Chenchen. In that case, the person who would 

come to save her would be Dongfang Yunheng and not Qiu Yitang. 

After receiving DU CAIWEI’s call, Qiu Yitang immediately called Dongfang Yunheng. After receiving the 

call, Dongfang Yunheng immediately rushed over to meet him at the appointed place. 

“Du Caiwei asked me to bring the marriage certificate to marry her. ” Qiu Yitang looked at Dongfang 

Yunheng and said truthfully, “but I don’t want to marry Du Caiwei, but I have to save Fang Xiao. So, I 

hope you can help me find someone from the marriage registry office to see if I can get a fake marriage 

certificate or something? “ 

Dongfang Yunheng frowned slightly when he heard this. To be honest, he actually hoped that Qiu Yitang 

and du Caiwei would get married, because the two of them were still very compatible together. The so-

called “pig man and dog woman” probably referred to Qiu Yitang and Du Caiwei as a couple. 

Moreover, Qiu Yitang would not marry Du Caiwei, and if he wanted to save Fang Xiao, then he would 

become his love rival, and the one he was most unwilling to have right now was probably his love rival. 



Of course, these were all his heartfelt words, and he naturally would not say them in front of Qiu Yitang. 

Moreover, even if Qiu Yitang really became his love rival, he would not be afraid of him. 

The current situation was also so special. Qiu Yitang was going to save Fang Xiao. There was nothing 

more important than this. Therefore, he did not think much about it and immediately called his lawyer 

However, he quickly thought of a way to solve these problems. 

It was precisely because he wanted to find a way to help Qiu Yitang solve these problems that Dongfang 

Yunheng and Qiu Yitang rushed to the foot of the mountain the next afternoon. 

It was not that they were slow. To be honest, their actions were not slow at all. It was just that Du 

Caiwei told them the address and often pointed at places randomly, always teasing them Therefore, the 

two of them had to go around the northern region of Guangdong several times before they finally 

reached the foot of the mountain. 

Du Caiwei was a very smart person. She would never tell Qiu Yitang where Fang Xiao was. Every time 

she sent a text message, she would ask if she had the marriage certificate with her. would she be able to 

get the marriage certificate with her when they met. 

Regarding these questions, Dongfang Yunheng had already arranged for Qiu Yitang. In fact, Qiu Yitang 

could arrange it himself, but he did not want to alarm his father and grandmother because of this 

matter Therefore, Dongfang Yunheng asked for a lawyer to appear, but he didn’t alarm the Qiu family. 

Knowing that it was already past eight o’clock at night when Du Caiwei was on the top of the mountain, 

it was already dark. Du Caiwei asked Qiu Yitang to bring the staff of the Civil Affairs Bureau up the 

mountain tomorrow morning. She also said that as for her exact location on the mountain.. She would 

tell Qiu Yitang tomorrow morning. 

 


